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Single tube snow retention system for trapezoidal and sandwich roofing.  
 
1. Install REES snow retention system to avoid power flux of snow by 

mounting one or more rows of tubes. Best efficiency by installing  
the snow retention system widely on the roof. 

 
 
 

2. The designation follows the resulting considerations of: The regional  
average snow load (DIN 1055-5) the roofing execution and the roof  
pitch. Please follow legal and official requirements if available. 

 
 
 

3. Please do not exceed the distance of 75 cm from bracket to bracket. 
 
 
 

Instruction: 
 

1. Place one holder on the right and one on the left side of the verges. Span 
a string in order to get a straight line.  
 

2. Fix bottom angle part (with sealing tape) with the inner screw. Maximum 
distance between eacht angle part not more than 75 cm! 
 

3. Induct tubes (outer diameter ca. 32-33 mm). Link tubes with the tube 
connector. Appeal upper part and tighten the self drilling screws. 
 

4. The self drilling screws have to be tightened by a screwdriver with depth stop. 
Attention: do not over tighten! 

 
 
If you mount on aluminium trapezoidal sheets with a thickness of under 0.7 mm, the 
holder must be riveted!  
 
 
 
 
Attention: 
 
Items will be delivered incl. Self-drilling screws (A2 5,5 x 25 mm (including washer and sealing tape on the angled-part. 
Fixation trough by the mechanical clawing with the metal sheets! 
Holders for other metal sheet profiled roofing (Art.-no. LA-1093) include screws for wood thread (A2 4.9 x 64 mm), incl. 
washer to fix it continuously on the wooden rail. 
You can get fixation by mean of using fixing supplies from the construction site in order to stabilize it with screws on the 
wooden sub construction. 
 
 
 

 
Please note our large product range around metal roofs: snow retention systems, step brackets, solarholders and our 
programm about clips. Further information you will find on our homepage. 

 

 


